To The licensing Manager, Licensing Dept, Civic Office, Union St, Chorley, Lancs, PR7 1AL.

Dear Sir / Madam,

With regards to the application for a variation in the licence at
Baku, Preston Road, Charnock Richard, Chorley, Lancs, PR7 5LH to include
- Live Music
- Dancing
- Recorded Music
- Late night refreshment.

We live across the road from this application and strongly object to the variation. When the property was last open for business the music was too loud, too late many times after midnight and sometimes after 1am. When the wind is from the west the noise is unbearable.

We also suffered members of the public using our drive which is opposite as a toilet, Many times there would be excrement in the verge along with discarded bottles and other waste.

I understand that pub and entertainment businesses are struggling to survive but this type of entertainment in the green belt and beautiful countryside is not acceptable. It will create the need for people to drive to and from the venue and lead to temptation to drive while under the influence of alcohol. It will also create nuisance drivers as we had in the past coming up the drive at all hours playing loud music and disturbing our peace. Our drive serves 6 properties and would be difficult to gate. We should not be made to suffer from this application.

Yours Faithfully
M J Kilbride